
Dear Sir,  
 
With today’s announcement by the UK Education Minister that their nation intends to 
immediately ban all curriculum, materials, and external organization consulting/guidelines 
regarding the topic of gender ideology I want to make you aware, if you weren’t already, that 
BC schools and curriculum programming follow eerily similar guidance and materials passed 
from UK gender identity lobbyist organizations to our local LGBTQ+ organizations. Parents have 
been shocked when they learn of the inappropriate child sexualizing and science-denying 
content in lessons from K-12 that have been, for years now, increasingly presented without 
parental knowledge or consent, based solely on political ideology that is not adequately vetted, 
is not backed by evidence, ignores reality, and often railroads children’s personal boundaries 
while conflicting with their Charter rights and freedoms—particularly (and alarmingly) freedom 
of belief, freedom from compelled belief, freedom of thought and speech. The ideology, as well 
as the guidelines and policies that schools have created to pander to ideology lobbyist 
pressures, also tramples other safeguarding with respect to safe spaces, privacy and dignity.  
 
Some lessons, like the Genderbread Person and the Gender Unicorn are identical to those 
found in UK.  These lessons deny basic biology and suggest children must find and place 
themselves on a ludicrous scale of stereotypes rebranded as ‘gender identities’.  Girls are 
informed that if they are not leaning enough toward the ‘Barbie’ end of the scale then they may 
truly be boys ‘born in the wrong body’, and boys not considered close enough to the ‘GI Joe’ 
end may be girls ‘born in the wrong body’!  If a confused child tells a teacher they are confused 
by this indoctrination the teacher, school counsellor, and admin are mandated to ‘affirm’ that 
child is ‘trans’ and encourage the child to transition, at first socially, by dressing in opposite sex 
clothing and and choosing an opposite sex name (which can be recorded as official by the 
school without parental knowledge). Then the indoctrinated child can access experimental 
puberty blocking drugs, again without parental knowledge, which usually leads to permanent 
sterilization and a myriad of brain and body function damages not fully understood. Parental 
involvement is avoided because, obviously, parents would be livid to find out any of this was 
happening. I have video of BC teacher-training where teachers are instructed to keep parents 
out of the picture. In the past years of this ongoing indoctrination and affirmation by schools 
there’s been an unnatural surge of ‘trans identifying’ kids on puberty blockers demanding cross 
sex hormones and mutilating cosmetic surgeries because they’ve been convinced they need to 
change their bodies. The book Irreversible Damage by Abigail Shrier clearly outlines what is 
happening under the trendy and innocent-sounding terminology of ‘inclusivity and diversity’.  
 
Increasing numbers of young adult de-transitioners are now coming forward saying they 
weren’t informed of the risks and were too young to consent to the trans treatments and now 
their lives are damaged beyond repair. You may not know that LGB in UK, US, Mexico, and 
Canada have separated from original LGBTQ+ ‘rainbow’ organizations because of brand 
corruption by the TQ+ elements pushing their own agenda/harmful ideology over established 
LGB rights and good name. Check out @ALLIANCELGB for more detail if needed.  LGBTQ+ claim 
to advocate for trans people but, on closer inspection, are seen attacking any of those this in 
this group who don’t subscribe to the ideological delusion that males can actually become 



females. They also attack regretful trans who seek to de-transition, and anyone else who 
doesn’t fully accept the ideology.  Meanwhile, the activists are well funded and have pressured 
governments and institutions to change and add ideology-supporting policies and guidelines 
through a back-door campaign of creeping institutional infiltration.  
 
This past month the American Journal of Psychiatry retracted earlier recommendation for 
affirm-only therapy, stating such treatment is NOT effective for most kids who would naturally 
lose any gender dysphoria simply by being allowed to go through puberty without interference. 
With looming lawsuits, the UK medical system NHS has recently backtracked and removed 
gender identity-affirming guidance. A few days back the UK government, which had been 
reviewing and consulting re activist demands for gender self-ID laws, rejected the disastrous 
notion entirely. Now they’ve instructed all schools to entirely remove gender ideology from 
curriculum and they’ve banned external consultation so that LGBTQ+ lobby groups, with their 
insidious and harmful agenda, commonly regarded as ‘child grooming’, may not influence 
educators or vulnerable children in school care.  
 
You may be aware of the Hoogland case ongoing in BC Supreme Court in the past two years. 
Media has not reported on it and that is a cover-up travesty in itself, but the world has learned 
of it, and is mortified by the oppressive state treatment of this BC parent trying to save his 
child. There is also a human rights tribunal in progress in Ontario where a 6 year old child was 
told at school that she was not a girl.  
 
Gender ideology is political propaganda/religion(compelled belief) pushing un-evidenced 
misinformation as ‘fact’ that vulnerable child students are told they must accept. Whether you 
choose to call it politics or religion, both are prohibited in public schools according to our 
School Act and it’s outrageous it was allowed into curriculum at all. I personally know of kids 
confused by the gaslighting in SOGI123. Each of them only experienced this distress because 
the ideology was introduced and reinforced in school.  That is atrocious and blatant disregard 
for basic safeguarding in our school system and it is abuse that must stop.  
 
I’m writing to request you act immediately on this knowledge, to instigate a thorough review of 
BC schools, teacher education, and curriculum with direction toward restoring an appropriate 
level of child safeguarding as soon as possible. The UK Education Ministry did it quickly, with 
clear corrective guidance (link & summary statement attached below).  I hope BC and Canada 
will follow suit rapidly. Too many families have been, and continue to be, traumatized because 
this has been allowed to go on for so long.   
 
Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. 
 
Gillean Payge, concerned parent, Langley BC  
 
Attached: Summary statement issued today by UK govt to schools: 
 


